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Automatic Folder Gluer Machine

Paper material
Box type
Max speed
Total power

Machine dimension
Total weight

cardboard 250-500g/ m², Flute B, C, E

Straight-line, double wall, crash-lock, 4 & 6 corner

250m/min
29kW

19700x2000x1700mm
10 500kg
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Automatic Folder Gluer Machine

Feeder section:

Back Folder section:

Folder section:

Creaser section:

Conveyer section:

4&6-corner section:
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Paper –feeding belts coordinate with vibration motor, medal plates horizontally adjust and set width, and embossing
guide wheel guides paper delivering belts.
Apron are provided at right and left sides to move right and left in response to products patterns.
Equipped with two delivery cutters to adjust asymmetric length depending on actual needs.
The power of the vibration rack. Achieves overall coordination to ensure easy, fast, automatic, continuous and
accurate paper feeding. Equipped with stepless transmission to regulate paper delivering distance.

Equipped with right/ left pre-folders in the front section to complete 180 pre-folding on small sides, and right/ left pre-
folders in the rear section to complete 108 pre-folding for any lines, thus making it easier to spread cartons

Composed of bottom belts and elbow belts; Right and lefts sides complete 180 second crease and 180 fourth
crease.
Right and left guide wheels allow flexible adjustment of different positions to facilitate folding.
Lower bearings enable guide wheels to operate properly.

Upper/lower drive mechanism to adjust length; Equipped with automatic belt tension-adjusting system.
Adopts continuous and automatic box collecting mechanism to ensure boxes enter the Conveyer section neat and
well aligned.
Equipped with electronic counter/automatic mark spraying kickplate for counting and mark-spraying purposes.
Equipped with air compressor system and creasing channel system.
Pressure rollers can be adjusted depending on box types and paper quality to achieve flawless box creasing.

Adopts flexible belts imported from Italy, eliminating the risk of damage to products.
Entire conveyer section can move forward and backward. Balanced pressure and neat convey to ensure flawless
product quality.
Automatically regulates speed via host rotation speed in coordination with photoelectric device; Also, speed can be
manually regulated.
Rubber rollers constitute a functional mechanism.

Rear-crash lock of mechanical operation in coordination with paper delivery photoelectric, thus ensuring every box
continuously and accurately crash locked and speedily, stably to make 4&6 corner box.
Two sets of hooks device and servo motor driven.
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